
Icarus Jet Leases it's first ever Citation
Sovereign for the Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex!

Citation Sovereign

Icarus Jet Leases It's first ever Aircraft- a
Citation Sovereign. Coming to the Dallas
Area Soon!!

DALLAS, TEXAS, UNITED STATES,
November 3, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Icarus Jet has been an Aviation service
provider for 6 years, with its 3 offices
spread out In Dallas, Texas, London,
U.K, and Dubai, UAE. An Industry
stalwart In Jet Fuel re-sale and Trip
Planning, we started our Charter Broker
product back In 2012. Since then we
have serviced more than a Million miles
flown with Impeccable safety and the
highest level of professionalism. 

Regarded as one of the few companies
that the heads of state and Celebrities
from the Middle East to the West Coast
of USA, call when they are In need for an
Aircraft for a group travel, business,
family vacation; We have now decided to
Lease our own Aircraft. A 2009 Citation
Sovereign, that exhibits safety and
Luxury and has now made Icarus Jet
standout from the Broker crowd. We no
longer depend on others for a quote and
an Aircraft.

Our Citation Sovereign will be based at
the Dallas Love Field Airport for the
convenience of our Clients as Dallas
Love is most Ideally located In the DFW
Metroplex.Closer to Highland Park,
Plano, and even Frisco area, the airport
could be reached within 30 Min from any of these cities. Dallas Love is fully monitored and Air Traffic
control services are provided 24-7, making it one of the most desired and safest airports to Land and
Take-Off from.

Our Citation Sovereign comfortably seats 10 passengers and It can easily fly to any destinations 6
hours away. It's an easy Coast to Coast Airplane and a One-stop Airplane for a trip to London, U.K or
Hawaii from the West Coast, from the Dallas area. Other destinations like Mexico and the Caribbean

http://www.einpresswire.com


are an easy trip in this airplane. 

If you're a College Football Fanatic, then say no more.
This is an Ideal airplane for you. It will seat 10 of your
friends and family members, but won't cost the
Gulfstream money for seating 10 people on short
distance flights within the State of Texas. You will get the
same Luxury of a Gulfstream at a rate that's almost half
of a big aircraft like the Gulfstream.

If you're Interested In this aircraft, please call us at 972
364 1833 or email us at charter@icarusjet.com 

Purchasing block hours that never expire are easy. All
you need is 25% of the total purchase for a down
payment and the hours never expire. You can use them
as you please.

We will take you Everywhere! It's not just a tagline but
words we live by.
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